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Abstract and Objective
Diavideos1 is a web platform that collects trustworthy 
diabetes health videos from YouTube and offers them in a easy 
way. YouTube is a big repository of health videos, but good 
content is sometimes mixed with misleading and harmful 
videos such as promoting anorexia [1].Diavideos is a web 
portal that provides easy access to a repository of trustworthy 
diabetes videos. This poster describes Diavideos and explains 
the crawling method used to retrieve these videos from trusted 
channels.
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Methods
Diavideos gathers videos that are selected based on Health-
Trust algorithm [2]. The channels (aka video providers) selec-
ted using HealthTrust are those with high reputation within the 
diabetes community in YouTube, therefore avoiding mis-
leading content providers that most likely will lack reputation. 
HealthTrust is a semi-automated method that allows video 
selection from trustworthy Youtube channels.. The method 
includes a manual evaluation carried out by health experts and 
then the crawler includes an automatic channel selection. Since
November 2012, 31 trusted channels have been considered. 
Videos are automatically integrated every 30 minutes follo-
wing the method outlined in Table 1. The crawler automati-
cally scans YouTube’s resources to select videos and to insert 
them into the Diavideos web. Its configuration allows us to 
show and customize videos in different ways. Diavideos inclu-
des an open source and social platform, developed based on 
the web platform Drupal, which allows users to retrieve 
trustworthy diabetes videos. The output of our system includes 
metadata and video properties (tags, categories, description) 
together with the embedded video.  Users can use Diavideos 
for searching diabetes videos, which are in YouTube without 
having to get concerned with misleading content.
Results
So far, over 1080 trusted videos have been gathered from 31 
diabetes channels and 6 playlists. Crawler can update or insert 
up to 100 videos on each iteration (30 minutes). In addition the 
system automatically deletes the videos that have been deleted 
from YouTube. The crawler retrieves the videos, inserting and 
indexing them in Diavideos so they can be retrieved in Diavi-
deos searches.
1 Diavideos web http://ehealth.norut.no/diavideos
Conclusions
Obviously the success of this approach depends on the quality 
of the videos on YouTube and on the quality of our selection. 
In our case, the final selection contains many trustworthy vi-
deos using the algorithm HealthTrust to filter out misleading 
information, and gets most contents from hospitals and medi-
cal institutions.However, the issue of whether these videos can 
be trusted or not is still open. Our approach is to focus on the 
authoritativeness of the person or channel the video belongs to.
Preliminary experiments with our videos demonstrate that this 
approach provides a relationship between these videos proper-
ties and diabetes structural and functional health properties 
Further evaluation with final users is expected to take place by 
end 2013.
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